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hebben is goed, in controle zijn is beter! Confidence is good, but to be in control is better! La
confianza est bien, pero el control es mejor! La informacin suele ser buena, la realimentacin es
esencial! Information is important but feedback is essential! Informatie is belangrijk, maar
feedback is essentieel! Our journey to write a general introduction to control and feedback started
with the realisation that in our chosen field of study the proponents have taken little time to project
the main ideas outside the community of the initiated. We are constantly - minded of the fact that
there is no general awareness of control engineering, or c- trol technology, despite its ubiquity
when we try to introduce ourselves as control engineers. Invariably this leads to A what engineer
response. We suspect that most control engineers do not even try to introduce themselves as such.
It certainly is a poor communication starter. Colleagues, friends, collaborators often ask rather
natural questions like So, what do you study in control Is there a non-specialist introduction to the
field Can I read something to get a feel about this field of...
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ReviewsReviews

If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. It is actually rally interesting throgh reading time period. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Olen Mills-- Olen Mills

An extremely awesome ebook with perfect and lucid reasons. This is certainly for all who statte there was not a well worth looking at. Your daily life span
will likely be convert as soon as you complete looking over this book.
-- Anahi Heaney-- Anahi Heaney
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